Hybrid servers combine the convenience of a virtual machine with the performance of a dedicated server. Each Hybrid server is based on high-powered Dedicated servers, each of which hosts a small number of Hybrid servers.
Hybrid servers combine the convenience of a virtual machine with the performance of a dedicated server. Each Hybrid Server is a self contained environment with full root access. Hybrid servers are based on high-powered dedicated servers using KVM virtualization. Unlike traditional VPS hosting, Hybrid Servers are placed on servers with only a few tenants, ensuring exceptional performance and stability.

Hybrid Servers are an excellent server hosting choice for a wide range of use cases, including eCommerce and CMS hosting, application back-ends, databases, development, testing, and continuous integration services, and file servers. Hybrid servers are used in many scenarios that would once have required a dedicated server, but with the additional flexibility and cost advantages of virtualization.

ServerMania Hybrid Servers are part of a comprehensive server line-up that also includes dedicated servers, public and private cloud platforms, and a range of managed services.

ServerMania is the trusted server hosting provider of businesses around the globe. ServerMania customers benefit from enterprise-grade hardware, first-class support, and unbeatable connectivity — all at a price that our competitors can’t match.
WHY
HYBRID SERVERS?

The ideal SME server often rests somewhere between the power of a high-end dedicated server and a less powerful virtual private server or cloud server.

While Hybrid Servers can’t compete on performance with our most powerful dedicated servers, they are capable of filling many roles that would once have demanded bare metal.

All ServerMania products are designed to serve the needs of the businesses that use them — we don’t want our server hosting customers struggling with underpowered machines or paying for capacity they don’t use.

Hybrid Servers occupy a performance, price, and flexibility sweet spot that makes them the ideal server for many SME use cases. Hybrid Servers can be deployed in seconds, but, unlike most VPS providers, we impose strict limits on the number of Hybrid Servers that can be hosted on each enterprise-grade physical server. Customers share the cost of a high-powered dedicated server, but don’t have to compromise on performance, flexibility, and responsiveness.
HYBRID SERVERS
FROM SERVERMANIA

Hybrid Servers are available in a wide variety of configurations plus custom variants that can be created to meet your specific requirements. Hybrid Server users can choose between three configurations in either our LITE or PERFORMANCE series.

---

**E3 Lite Series**

A great choice for a lighter load. The E3 Lite Series features 2 vCores, 8GB RAM, and SSD powered disks.

---

**E3 Performance Series**

The perfect configuration for applications that demand high performance. Featuring 4 vCores, 16GB RAM, and larger SSD powered disks.

---

All Hybrid Servers include a generous 10 TB bandwidth allocation and guaranteed 100 Mbps network speeds (250Mbps on Performance Series). Customers whose needs fall outside the preconfigured specifications can request a custom configuration. We’re happy to build your perfect Hybrid Server.
THE SERVERMANIA ADVANTAGE

When you choose a Hybrid Server, you also benefit from our highly optimized networks, which provide low-latency connectivity throughout the US, Canada, and Europe, and support from our team of experienced server administrators.

Security
The security of your servers and your customers’ data is our highest priority. All ServerMania data centers are equipped with state-of-the-art electronic and physical security, including round-the-clock on-site security patrols, comprehensive monitored CCTV, and biometric authentication. ServerMania data centers are constantly staffed, so any issues can be resolved immediately.

Rapid Deployment
After your order has been verified, your Hybrid Server can be up-and-running in seconds. No more twiddling your thumbs as you wait for a server to be provisioned.

Awesome Support
Technology is only part of a great server hosting experience: support is crucial. We boast an industry-leading average support response time of 15 minutes. Our support teams are based in the US, and can be reached 24 hours-a-day, every day of the year, by live chat, our ticketing system, email, or telephone.
WHY SERVERMANIA?

Since 2002, ServerMania has been the hosting partner of thousands of SMEs, providing the infrastructure and support they needed to build their businesses.

The ServerMania promise is simple: we empower server hosting customers with cutting-edge infrastructure, incredible support, and tailored solutions.